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SYNOPSIS

Chouf: Means “look” in Arabic, but it is also the name and role of the watchmen in
the drug cartels of Marseille. Sofiane is 20. Brilliant student, he comes back to spend
his holiday in the Marseille ghetto where he was born. His brother, a dealer, gets shot
before his eyes. Sofiane gives up on his studies and gets involved in the drug network,
ready to avenge him. He quickly rises to the top and becomes, the boss’s right hand,
Réda. Trapped by the system, Sofiane is dragged into a spiral of violence...

INTERVIEW
KARIM DRIDI
How did this film adventure start?
Chouf is the last chapter of my Marseillaise trilogy. With the first film in the series, ByeBye, shot in 1995, I discovered Marseille cinematographically. Twelve years later I shot
Khamsa. Coming back to Marseille was important for me, to see how the city had changed
and how I had changed in relation to it. Khamsa allowed me to meet gypsy children and
adolescents from the north districts. The filming experience was so strong, so enriching
from a human standpoint, that seven years later I had to come back to Marseille to make
Chouf.
Why?
Because every day we hear about the macabre list of youth from Marseille’s districts who
have killed each other with Kalashnikovs; some of them I’ve known since the making of
Khamsa. I told myself I had to return to Marseille and make contact with them, spend time
with them, listen to them to better understand.
So I moved to Marseille, because I couldn’t make a film in the very heart of this city in any
depth, I couldn’t film in these districts and the young people residing there, without living
in the city myself. That was the first thing I did. The second was to observe in the field how
the drug network operates, from the top of the organization to the bottom.
How did you choose the actors?
I wanted to assign the roles to youth who live the life I describe in Chouf every single day.
For a two-year period I led workshops on acting, on playing a role with them and wrote the
film script at the same time. The casting came naturally with a group of young people. A
film “troop”. For the role of Sofiane, the hero, I saw 1000 kids, but finally I chose a young
guy from Marseille who is enrolled at the city’s theatre conservatory, Sofian Khammes.
But this being said, the idea was not to attempt to make a naturalist film showing the

people of these districts as they are. The idea was to take them elsewhere, into the world
of cinema, into a film. Otherwise I would have made a documentary.
Without opting for a naturalistic approach, the film does reveal very detailed work on
observing and imitating the gestures of these youth.
The idea was to be as authentic as possible, to follow them, respecting their gestures/
behavior, their way of taking hold of one another, of touching each other, hitting each
other, putting their arms around the necks of those they want to dominate, etc. The
workshops helped me capture their physical violence, their language. I adapted myself to
them and they adapted themselves to the camera, to the language of cinema. For me, this
dimension was essential for the film.
Where does the title come from and what does it mean?
It wasn’t the title I had in the beginning. I had found a more conventional, a more generic
title: Caïds (The Kingpins). And then Rachid Bouchareb, one of my producers, suggested
Chouf, and I liked it immediately because Chouf has a double meaning. Chouf means
“look” in Arab and also means “the one who looks, who spies”, and therefore means
“the spotter, the watchman, the sentinel”. In the drug networks of Marseille, the police
call these youth “the spotters”. But before this word was used by the French police, it
was used by French soldiers in Algeria, who called the “fellagas” who watched them,
“choufs”. So it’s a word that entered the language of the French army and by extension
spread to the French police. And what’s funny is that even though it’s an Arabic word, the
youth in the north districts never use it because the police does. They found another word,
a Quebecois Anglicism: “jobeur” from “jober”, which can be translated by “do a job”. In
Marseille, the word “charbonneur” (marijuana seller) is used to refer to someone who
works for the “charbon”, i.e., the drug network.

With the word Chouf, we are also saying: “look at what’s going on in our districts. Look,
I’m going to show you something you don’t see every day.”
Is that why the film starts with a shot of the backs of the necks of the characters as they
look down on their district from a viewpoint above it?
The film starts with shots of spotters posted on rooftops. It’s a way of saying: “no one
enters the projects with impunity”. The projects are an enclosed space; they’re a ghetto.
These districts are a little like the antechamber of prison, places where thousands of people
are packed together, a logical hotbed of criminality because they are a concentration of
misery and intolerable injustice.
Understand and get to know these young people: is that the raison d’être of your film?
I made this film to speak of the social determinism that rules us all. Most of these youth
were never allowed to study beyond the regulatory age, never took a vacation, never
had parents who had any or took time for them, in short, never had the ordinary life
of the average French person. These youth were born into an environment from which
it is extremely complicated to extricate oneself, even when some reach a higher level
of education. My hero is a young Frenchman of Maghreb origin who’s an outstanding
student, who’s been lucky enough to have parents who spent time with him and helped
him, and who attended business school, but who was born in a district that is called
“difficult”. As soon as he goes home, he is brought back to his condition and it’s nearly
impossible for him to escape it, to resist the fate that it implies.

And Marseille is particularly suited for this?
When you add up the Poitou-Charentes region of France and Djerba (the two places that I
come from), you get Marseille. It’s the place in the world where from a civic, cultural and
human standpoint I feel the most comfortable. But Marseille is far from perfect. I asked
myself from what angle I should look at this city, the cradle of racial intermixing, and at
this youth born of the immigration of which the city is composed. These wild, rebellious,
delinquent, free youth who are somehow affiliated with Jean Genet, bent on transgressing
the world. A youth that guns itself down every day in fratricidal murders for drugs. Thanks
to my film, Khamsa, which these young people have seen, I had access to places where
no one enters, I was allowed to listen to things that cannot be listened to because it’s
impossible to enter a district without disturbing the drug supermarket, where thousands
of euros change hands every day. To be tolerated in these districts, I didn’t go to the police,
because the police would have done nothing for me; I worked to be accepted by specific
persons who tolerated my presence in their territory. Without that, it would have been
impossible to shoot a film like Chouf.
Marseille is also synonymous with the sun. Is Chouf also a duel in the sun?
I’m Mediterranean, I love the sun. For Chouf, I naturally thought of Greek tragedy. It’s
for this reason that the locations where the murders are committed are among the must
beautiful sites of Marseille and its heights. There’s a Hellenic and grandiose aspect in the
decors, so that the powerful twists of Greek tragedy can take place. The decor of the film
could not be situated only in the concrete core of the districts.

But you don’t look for social excuses for the actions of your hero. He bears his part of
individual responsibility.
We all do. In the film, it’s the women who say this to the hero: his sister, his mother, his
fiancée. They urge him to take the train, to go back to school, to build a life elsewhere, like
a voice saying to him: “don’t stay here, don’t go there, don’t follow that path”. The main
character makes choices, with all the consequences they entail. His feeling of injustice is
so strong that he is obliged to remain in his district to do justice himself.

The music, like the decor, participates in the film’s lyricism.
For the opening credits there’s a rap by Casey, a song composed for the film called
“Quartier maître”(key district*). It enters the subject without any ambiguity. After that, we
forget the rap. I wanted to avoid putting it everywhere. The original soundtrack of the film,
composed by Chkrrr, distances itself from urban music and approaches melodies that are
deliberately lyrical, and thus cinematographic to back the tragic frame of the film. A music
that’s alive, that breathes, that is full-bodied, almost a requiem.

Would you call Chouf a genre film, somewhere between thriller and western, between
social portrait and suspenseful intrigue?
I am all for mixing cinematographic genres. The film is both a social statement and
entertainment. I want the film to speak to everyone. It’s up to each individual to take what
he/she wants from it… In speaking of genre, the film is a mixture of western and thriller.
It’s for this reason that the film has been shot in cinemascope, one of the codes for the
ample, Romanesque directing of a genre film.

Being at Cannes today: an end in itself, a victory?
Being selected for the Cannes Festival is so very important because these youth are going
to walk up those famous steps. The north districts of Marseille are storming the red carpet
at Cannes! The message is very, very strong. These young people are going to show how
talented they are and that their talent has brought them to the Croisette, to stardom!
That’s the most important thing for me. They deserve it, they have earned it and I have the
feeling that I’ve done what I had to do.
*Quartier maître also means Quartermaster
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